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Executive Summary
There are potential benefits from managing the possible effects on abstractors of changing discharge patterns
but these must be balanced against administrative costs.
As part of its proposals on abstraction reform, Defra explained the role that waste water effluent
discharges can have on water availability in catchments. Discharges from all upstream water users
contribute to surface water flows and levels, and therefore the volume of water available for abstraction
downstream and/or upstream. Those from waste water treatment works can be considerable and changes in
these discharges may significantly affect the availability of water for abstraction. Unlike most discharges the
nature of these discharges makes it difficult to link them to abstractions, and therefore to make the discharge
a condition of the abstraction.
This study investigates the potential future changes to waste water effluent discharges (‘discharge
transfer schemes’) and the potential impacts on other parties. This study also estimates the potential
national economic impacts of four policy options developed to address impacts on third party
abstractors. Vivid Economics analysed case studies and surveyed water companies to assess the potential
future frequency of such changes and the intensity and scope of effects. Four case studies were investigated
in detail and two primary ones were chosen to illustrate the effects of discharge changes. It was necessary to
make some assumptions about how the discharge change schemes in the primary case studies might be
operated. This may not fully reflect the commercial or operational intentions of the companies involved, or
the potential effects of environmental regulation. The water companies concerned have also indicated that
neither case is likely to be taken forward to future implementation. With these caveats noted, the two case
studies analysed are:
– an Anglian Water re-use scheme for Flag Fen wastewater treatment works; and
– a River Severn to Thames Transfer (STT) scheme involving diversion of water from Minworth
wastewater treatment works in Birmingham to support a large-scale transfer of water from the
Severn to the Thames.
The four policy options analysed are:
– Option 1: water company discharges can be changed with notice to abstractors reliant on them and
with agreement from regulator taking into account impact on environment;
– Option 2: water companies undertake a cost benefit analysis of the change which can only go ahead
if the benefits to the water companies outweigh the costs to abstractors;
– Option 3: water companies perform a narrow cost benefit assessment and change discharges only if
abstractors are compensated for any losses incurred due to any reduced water availability;
– Option 4: in a two-step approach, water companies assess the impact of the change on river flows
and water availability for abstractors and the environment. The second step, only if any impact
occurs is to agree a way of mitigating it.
The two primary case studies indicate small adverse aggregate economic impacts on abstractors.
Analysis of the Anglian and STT case studies indicates that the external costs the discharge change schemes
would impose on abstractors would increase the total scheme costs by around 4.5 and 0.1 per cent
respectively. This shows that the scale of effects on third party abstractors is not sufficient to be the
overriding factor in decisions about whether to proceed with the schemes. However, these case studies
examine only one potential operational pattern for the scheme. It was outside the scope of this project to
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require water companies or environmental regulators to consider how patterns and therefore scheme
outcomes might be modified to improve the effects on other abstractors. The impacts of the schemes may
alone be sufficient to determine the best operating regime for them; and changes to the operating regime of
discharge transfer schemes could potentially reduce external costs and improve the economic outcome for all
parties.
A range of potential discharge transfer schemes was identified by a survey of water companies but
their precise potential impacts vary. The survey of water companies identified 39 re-use and water qualitydriven schemes that could potentially change discharges and affect abstractors. These schemes have a
collective capacity at full operation of around 594 Ml/day. However, not all of these schemes will be
implemented, and not all have a clear effect on abstractors. For example, many of the larger schemes are
located close to the sea and may not reduce flows in a way that affects abstractors. Once these factors are
allowed for, the ‘effective capacity’ of these schemes ranges between 13 and 107 Ml/day. The economic
effects of policy options were assessed by combining the unit costs and benefits of the case studies and the
scope of the survey schemes, and then adjusting them to account for how water companies and abstractors
might respond in each option. The administrative costs of the different actions in each option were also
considered.
The analysis indicates that the only option generating net economic benefits is Option 4. Option 4 is
assessed to deliver net economic benefits of around £2.7 million in net present value terms in the best
estimate, with high and low scenarios suggesting a range of -£1 million to £18.7 million. Option 3 was
assessed as having net economic benefits in certain scenarios but is less attractive because of the formal
processes required, whilst all other policy options impose net economic costs under all scenarios.
Option 4 is the preferred option because the step based approach facilitates an approach which
flexibly manages the effects on abstractors, and this keeps administrative costs to manageable levels.
Options 2 and 3 involve substantial assessment of future effects on abstractors prior to implementation of
transfer schemes, and the costs of these administrative processes are likely to exceed their economic benefits.
Given the small level of benefits and the inherent uncertainty of per unit costs for water, the scope of
relevant schemes and administrative costs, these conclusions should be interpreted with caution.
However, given the low economic effects suggested in the STT case, which is a substantial inland scheme
with clear effects on downstream abstractors, the need to adopt flexible policy approaches that keep
administrative costs to a minimum is clear. Based on this argument, Option 4 performs better than Option 2
or Option 3, whilst Option 1 appears least preferred.
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1 Introduction
Changing discharges can give rise to costs to externalities
Vivid Economics was commissioned by the Department for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs (Defra) to
analyse the effect of changes to discharges on water abstractors. This work supports Defra’s broader work on
water abstraction reform.
It is widely recognised that discharges from upstream water users can, in some locations and at some times,
have a substantial effect on surface water flows and levels, and therefore the volume of water available for
abstraction downstream and/or upstream. The largest discharges are typically from wastewater treatment
works (WWTW) but other large dischargers include power stations, industry and some agricultural users.
While surface water flows can depend on discharges there is no obligation on most operators to maintain
discharges. This gives rise to the possibility that an operator will divert its discharges to other locations
and/or purposes without taking into account the effect on surface water flows and on other abstractors.
In economic parlance, this situation gives rise to an ‘externality’ where the costs or benefits of an action to a
third party are not taken into account in a private transaction. In principle, externalities can lead to economic
inefficiency. To take an example, the benefit to a public water company of diverting discharges upstream for
re-use in public water supply (PWS) may be lower or higher than the use value of that water to downstream
abstractors. If the cost to abstractors is not taken into account in the water company’s decision, the outcome
could be a net economic cost to society.
To analyse this set of issues, Vivid Economics and Defra established a four step methodology:
– a rapid evidence assessment of relevant literature;
– analysis of case studies through engagement with water companies and the Environment Agency
(EA) to assess their potential scale and nature of external economic costs;
– a survey of all water companies to assess the composition and aggregate scale of potentially relevant
projects; and
– the combination of the first three steps to estimate the potential national economic effects of possible
policy options to provide evidence to support our National Assessment of impact for England and
Wales.
The policy options under consideration include: no change to current arrangements; a requirement to notify
abstractors of changes to discharges that might affect abstraction; and compensating abstractors for reduction
in water available for abstraction. The water company survey and case study analysis provide valuable
insights to support the policy-making process.
This report is structured as follows:
– Section 2 sets out the findings of the rapid evidence assessment;
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Section 3 outlines a conceptual framework and methodology for the analysis;
Section 4 describes the findings of the case studies;
Section 5 outlines the survey findings;
Section 6 discusses administrative costs associated with the different policy options; and
Section 7 brings the case study and survey analysis together to support a national assessment of
impact.
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2 Rapid evidence assessment
A review of relevant academic and grey literature

2.1 Analysis of the role of discharges in domestic and international
abstraction regimes appears limited
A rapid evidence assessment is a check of the most likely sources of published work on the research
questions. It identifies where further more detailed evidence assessment may be fruitful. In this case, the
assessment indicated that there is little or no existing published work on the research questions.
The review process consisted of three key elements:
Update of previous review: Previous work in 2014 by Vivid Economics for Defra focussed on water
abstraction reform, in particular the construction of a top-down abstraction economic model for England and
Wales. Preparatory work for that project included an examination of relevant literature. Key sources
identified through that process were reviewed for the purpose of this assessment of discharge regimes.
Academic journals search: A comprehensive search for relevant titles and keywords was conducted within
the academic literature. Utilising three online libraries, Elsevier, Springer and Wiley, the examination
focussed on the following journals:
– Water Resources;
– Water Resources Research;
– Water Resources Management;
– Journal of Environmental Economics and Management;
– Water and Environment Journal; and
– Journal of the American Water Resources Association.
Keywords included: ‘water discharges’ ‘water reform’; ‘water value-in-use’; ‘water re-use’; ‘effluent re-use’;
‘waste water consolidation’; and ‘abstraction licencing’. Two types of checks ensured that all appropriate
articles were considered. Firstly, results were ordered by relevance and the first 60 results were checked,
although in some cases there were less than 60 results. Secondly, the results were ordered by date and all
publications for the past three years were checked.
Grey literature search: Government, Google Scholar and Google web resources were consulted to ensure the
most relevant and most recent reports and other grey literature were included in the assessment. Search terms
included: ‘water discharges’ ‘water reform’; ‘water value-in-use’; ‘water re-use’; ‘effluent re-use’; ‘waste
water consolidation’; and ‘abstraction licencing’. Further searches included relevant jurisdictions, such as
California and Australia, as additional keywords.
The key sources found are listed in the References section at the end of this document, and discussed in
section 2.2 below.
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2.2 Analysis of the role of discharges in abstraction regimes is limited
2.2.1

Several sources identify the issue without proposing specific solutions

A range of academic and policy sources identify the importance of capturing the effect of discharges or
‘return flows’ in an effective abstraction regime, and discuss the complexity these flows create when trading
water entitlements whilst protecting the environment. None of the sources propose specific solutions.
Several United Kingdom sources, including those authored by Defra itself, identify this issue. A joint paper
by Ofwat and the Environment Agency (Environment Agency (UK) & Ofwat, 2011) argues that ‘there has
been little recognition of the fundamental link between discharge and abstraction’ with consequences for
‘catchment-wide allocation of water resources’. Risk & Policy Analysts (2011) conclude similarly in their
analysis for Defra that ‘changes to the point of abstraction (and discharge) could have significant impacts on
the environment’ and that these impacts may have to be investigated by the Environment Agency when
regulating trades. The conclusions from these papers are reflected when Defra highlights the issue in the
context of abstraction reform (see, for example, Defra 2013).
The debate appears in international literature and in policy discussion in other jurisdictions. Young and
Mccoll (2009) argue that Australia’s allocation of water entitlements on a gross rather than net basis, that is,
gross abstraction rather than abstraction net of discharges, has achieved an increase in irrigated area at the
expense of reduced return flows. This is because the entitlements, as defined, do not require any water to be
returned to the system. Young (2013) concludes that this reduction in return flows has created a ‘raft of
social, economic and environmental problems’.
Grafton et al. (2011) discuss the existence of ‘third party’ effects arising from water trades by senior rights
holders. The authors argue that at times of drought ‘junior water appropriators’ (abstractors) are particularly
dependent on return flows from ‘senior appropriators’. Accordingly, if senior appropriators change the
location, nature or timing of their use, this can influence the level of water available to junior appropriators.
Although this discussion reflects the particular nature of appropriative water rights in the western US, it
highlights that changes to discharges arising from private transactions or decisions can affect the entitlements
and interests of third parties, meaning an externality can arise.
2.2.2

Other sources examine stakeholder attitudes to water trading, abstraction rights, and water
value in use

Lumbroso et al. (2014) sought to understand stakeholders’ attitudes to water trading through demonstration
of two potential water trading platforms in the Bedford Ouse and Upper Ouse catchment in eastern England.
This study is primarily of general interest for its investigation of the attitude of small farmers to water
trading. The hypothetical water trading demonstrations adopted in the study attempt to address the
hydrological effects of moving water use and resulting changes to discharges. Particularly, the authors
identify that bilateral water trades where the buyer is downstream of the seller and has an equal or lower
level of consumptiveness carry low or negligible probability of environmental damage, whereas trades that
do not fit these criteria require closer assessment. This categorisation reflects that trading water upstream to
users with equal or higher consumptiveness must reduce surface water flow at some point relative to the pre-
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trade situation. The authors do not specify what adverse impacts they anticipate from such trades, but in
principle it would include breaches of minimum flow conditions and restrictions on downstream abstraction.
Lange and Shepheard (2014) interviewed stakeholders in East Anglia and the North East of England to
understand attitudes to water rights, and relate these to theoretical conceptions of property rights. This article
is primarily of general interest due to its geographic context and its focus on the attitudes of small abstractors
such as farmers. Issues of compensation are discussed in this study, but only in the context of the changing
abstraction licences, not in relation to third party effects of changes to discharges or abstraction location.
Vivid Economics also reviewed several sources examining water valuation that were used in its past work
for Defra. No more recent sources of relevance have been identified since the literature reported in Vivid
Economics’ April 2014 report to Defra, The Impact of Abstraction Reform: A simple top down water
abstraction economic model for England and Wales (not published).
2.2.3

Further sources identified by academic contacts

To ensure comprehensive coverage of the rapid evidence assessment, Vivid Economics contacted a range of
academics and researchers to identify further sources relating to discharges and effects on abstractors. These
experts were located in the United Kingdom, the United States, France, Australia, the Netherlands, and at the
OECD.
None of the additional sources identified by these researchers directly addressed the effect of re-use or
changes in discharges on abstractors. One Australian study examined consumer attitudes to water re-use
from a sociological perspective, whilst a second assessed consumer willingness to pay to improve the quality
of recycled water. A Canadian study examined consumers’ willingness to pay to access recycled water and
so avoid dry weather restrictions on household use.
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3 Method and analytical framework
A collaborative, multi-disciplinary project using case studies
An analytical framework was developed by Vivid Economics in discussion with Defra and the EA,
initially focussing on physical impacts of changing discharges. The rapid assessment exercise uncovered
no previous analytical framework so the team needed to devise its own. There was agreement that the
situation had features common to other environmental problems where there is an externality and that the
analysis should produce a valuation of the externality. There are two parts to any valuation, the first part
being the assessment of physical impact and the second part the monetisation. At the start of the project, little
was known about the physical impact of discharge changes on water resources and water availability for
abstractors, nor the prevalence of discharge transfer schemes. Both these issues became priorities for the
analytical work. In contrast, the monetised impact of water restrictions on abstractors had been sufficiently
studied before, see for example Vivid Economics’ April 2014 report to Defra on the impact of recent drought
(The Impact of Abstraction Reform: A simple top down water abstraction economic model for England and
Wales) and references therein. Thus the work proceeded with an initial focus on the physical impacts, later
translated into monetised impacts based on the value of water in use from Vivid Economics’ April 2014
study for Defra.
A complex set of interactions and location-specific effects was anticipated and so a choice was made to
explore these through case studies. The river catchments in England and Wales are diverse in their flow
characteristics and communities of abstractors. Some are flashy while others are much slower to respond to
rainfall. Some are heavily abstracted while the flows in others run quite naturally. In some cases, the change
to a discharge may affect abstractors downstream while in other cases it might not affect any abstractors or
might affect abstractors upstream. This richness of outcomes can be understood at a local level. Fortunately,
catchment data sets and hydrological models already exist and local EA and water company staff have
excellent knowledge of individual catchments. It was relatively easy, in discussion with the EA, water
companies and Defra, to identify candidate catchments for study. Each candidate had to have a potential
discharge transfer scheme, water availability constraints and affected abstractors. From these candidates, four
case studies were selected. Each case chosen had different characteristics, giving diversity of opportunity for
insights.
As outlined in section 4, methodologies also varied across the case studies depending on the availability
of analytical tools. The Severn to Thames transfer case study benefited from the availability of Risk
Solutions modelling of effects in the Trent and Derwent catchment, based on assumptions on water transfers
estimated by Vivid Economics in collaboration with Severn Trent Water and the EA. The Anglian Water
Flag Fen re-use scheme utilised analysis by the EA’s hydrologists, in discussion with the water companies
and Vivid Economics, to discover the effect of discharge transfers on abstractors. EA managers explored
with Vivid Economics how the changes in flows might translate into changes in the patterns of allowed
abstraction. Vivid Economics took this information and discussed what changes might mean for the
management of water in the Middle Level. The two Southern Water case studies examined did not
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demonstrate any clear effect on abstractors and so were analysed qualitatively, based on extensive
engagement with EA and Southern Water staff. In all cases water company staff acquainted with the
operating patterns and configuration of individual schemes brought their advice to bear on the case studies.
Those working on individual schemes made reference to detailed assessments of potential schemes carried
out by engineering consultants which were then kindly made available to the Vivid Economics team for
review.
Assessing the scale of discharge transfers involved the input of staff from both the water resources and
waste water treatment businesses of all water companies in England and Wales. This was achieved
through a survey of these companies inquiring as to the extent and likely effects of relevant schemes,
outlined in section 5. These survey results were cross-checked against water company water resource
management plans (WRMPs) and where responses were incomplete based on Vivid Economics analysis of
WRMPs and confirmed with the water company in question. In this way a comprehensive national picture of
the scope of schemes that could cause transfers of discharges was obtained. Together, the scale of possible
schemes and the potential intensity and distribution of effects, determined from the case study analysis, form
the basis of an impact assessment for England and Wales, as outlined in section 6.
The project is the sum of contributions from many parties and brings together a great deal of
knowledge from the many people involved. In addition to the extensive engagement with water companies
and EA described above, the project management group, consisting of Defra, the EA and Vivid Economics,
also benefitted from discussion of the project with a project steering group. These discussions took place
before commissioning, at the end of the inception phase, and after the main results were complete. The group
involved a wider representation of officials across Defra, a broader group from the EA and Natural
Resources Wales (NRW), Welsh Government, water resources, waste water and regulatory managers from
many of the larger water and sewerage companies, and a power sector representative. To further test and
provide feedback on the work, the findings were presented to meetings of UK Water Industry Research and
Defra’s Abstraction Reform Advisory Group. The former involves wider participation from across the water
industry and the latter includes representatives of a wide range of abstractors. The policy findings in this
paper were discussed and further developed in a meeting of Defra, Welsh Government, the EA, NRW and
Vivid Economics towards the end of the project. The project has relied on input from a great many people,
which Defra, the EA and Vivid Economics have coordinated. As a consequence, the case studies and
national survey information do contain the latest and most robust information available, and the
interpretation of the evidence has been thoroughly discussed, scrutinised and challenged. All this has been
done to prepare the evidence and inform stakeholders about the policy discussion and decisions which are to
follow.
The core purpose of this analysis is to determine whether the external economic effects of discharge
transfers are large and what policy responses might be appropriate. The former hinges on the size of the
externality relative to the differences in costs of alternative supply options. Where the externality is small
relative to the differences in the cost of alternative supply options the economic effects of different policy
options will be relatively small, although distributional effects will still arise. Where the externality is large
relative to the differences in cost of alternative supply options, different policy options may have large
effects on both economic efficiency and the distribution of the burden between abstractors and water
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companies. With this in mind, the national impact assessment outlined in section 7 considers the effect of
four policy options. These policy options cover a range of approaches from no change through to various
means of internalising the external cost of transfers into the decisions of water companies when considering
projects that move discharges. This ‘internalisation’ can be achieved in various ways, such as requiring a
water company to pay compensation for external effects or alternatively that the prioritisation of water
supply options in a water company’s water resource management plan explicitly take into account these
external costs without requiring compensation.
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4 Case studies
Analysis of four potential discharge change schemes in three water
company areas
The case studies described here illustrate one set of potential outcomes of changing discharges in order to
analyse the economic problem at hand. They do not represent precise or firm water company intentions in
terms of investment or operation of the schemes discussed. No scheme is part of the relevant water
companies’ preferred water resource management plans, and so the projects are unlikely to proceed. If they
did, the timing and final form of the schemes described here are uncertain and subject to substantial change.
Vivid Economics has analysed a plausible and internally consistent view of outcomes under these case
studies. However this outcome is just one potential arrangement for the schemes involved, and does not
necessarily reflect the most likely outcome of company decision making. Similarly, as the intention of this
study is to assess economic effects rather than environmental outcomes or regulation, this analysis should not
be interpreted as implying that the schemes described here would meet all relevant environmental approvals
or not otherwise be altered by the full consideration of relevant regulations by the Environment Agency.

4.1 Flag Fen re-use scheme (Anglian Water)
4.1.1

Overview

The Anglian Water case study involves the possible re-use of effluent from the Flag Fen wastewater
treatment works (WWTW) near Peterborough to top-up storage in Rutland Water. The project is summarised
briefly below:
– at present discharges from the Flag Fen wastewater treatment works flow 5.4 km down an artificial
channel called the Counter Drain to join the River Nene at a discharge point known as Dog-in-aDoublet (DiaD);
– at present, these discharges are typically 50–70 Ml/day;
– Anglian Water has considered a water re-use scheme involving a relatively constant transfer of
around 20 Ml/day of these discharges to Wansford, which is approximately 20 km upstream of
Peterborough on the Nene;
– this water would be transferred from the Nene at Wansford to Rutland Water, for storage, with a
relatively constant level of transfer to Wansford;
– consequently, the scheme will allow an additional 20 Ml/day to be transferred to Rutland Water for
future use in public water supply without affecting flows on the Nene between Wansford and DiaD.
If the scheme were to be implemented with no other changes to water flows in the Nene system it would
result in a reduction in the level of freshwater flow to tide in the lower Nene, as shown in Figure 1.
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In the absence of other changes to the system the Flag Fen project reduces freshwater flow to tide
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Note:

+ve, -ve and neutral indicate changes in flow due to the case study project.

Source:

Vivid Economics

Putting aside the potential for improvements in water quality issues from the reduction in effluent, a
reduction in freshwater flows could have negative environmental consequences in the tidal Nene by affecting
the proportion and mixing of fresh and saline water. In practice reductions in freshwater flow are only likely
to be of concern at times of low flow when flows to tide fall below a desired minimum level.
This broadly reflects current regulatory practice; the Environment Agency (EA) targets a minimum flow to
tide level and other environmental objectives on the Nene through a combination of hands-off flow
conditions on abstraction from the river and through instructions to the Middle Level Commission on the
volume of water it can transfer for use on the Middle Level channel system. The powers of the EA to restrict
transfers to the Middle Level for environmental purposes was confirmed through personal communication
with a representative of the Middle Level Commission engineering team.
One option for maintaining flow levels at times of low flow is to reduce the volume of water transferred to
the Middle Level. The effect on flows in this circumstance is shown in Figure 2.
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In the absence of other changes to the system the Flag Fen project reduces freshwater flow to tide
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Other options may exist for maintaining the flow to tide. One option would be for the Flag Fen diversion for
re-use to cease at relevant times. It is not clear whether this outcome would be readily achievable by the
Environment Agency using its existing powers. This is a key point because if the current regime does not
give sufficient control, there may be a case for modifying the powers of the EA or the duties of the
discharger.
Further, it must be emphasised that Anglian Water’s consideration of the Flag Fen scheme to date was
predicated on the assumption that reductions of flow to tide would be environmentally acceptable and
therefore that there would be no need for adjustments to abstraction as considered here. Overall, the potential
outcomes of environmental regulatory processes and Anglian Water’s commercial decision making are
uncertain and do not indicate that the outcome described here is the most likely.
Accordingly the case study should be interpreted as analysis of one potential outcome, rather than a
description of the most likely outcome in the event in the Flag Fen scheme was to proceed. The discussion
and outcomes are analysed so as to illuminate the potential for economic effects on third party abstractors to
arise, and the range of policy options available to address these.
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Under the assumptions discussed above the environmental objective that is achieved in this case study
through reductions in transfer to and abstraction from the Middle Level is illustrated in Figure 3. The loss of
20 Ml/d to lower Nene would increase the number of days that breach the target minimum flow to tide level
and exacerbate the severity of their impact, that is, the extent to which they are below the minimum flow
level.
Returning volumes of water equivalent to areas A and B in Figure 3 is sufficient to maintain the current
number of days that breach the minimum flow to tide and to not worsen the severity of those days. The EA’s
analysis of flows on the Nene, described in section 4.1.2 estimated the volume of water represented by these
areas.

Stylised depiction of the change in Middle Level abstraction

Figure 3.

Flow to
tide
(Ml/day)
Flow duration curve –
before scheme

20 Ml/day

A

Target flow
to tide
B

Flow duration curve – after
scheme with no adjustment
to abstraction

Days with flow below
target (after scheme, with
no adjustment to
abstraction)

Source:

4.1.2

Days per year
(normalised year)
Days with flow below
target (before discharge)

Vivid Economics

Analysis of water flows and usage by the Environment Agency

The EA estimated the required change in transfer to the Middle Level using a water balance model of the
system needed to maintain the minimum flow to tide, populated with historical data for the years 1997 to
2013. The EA analysed a base scenario of estimated actual flows and two hypothetical scenarios:
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–

Scenario 1 where 20 Ml/d was removed from transfers to the Middle Level where necessary to
maintain the minimum flow to tide;
– Scenario 2 where 20 Ml/d was removed from transfers to both the Middle Level, the North Level
and Nene Washes abstractors where necessary to maintain the flow to tide.
Scenario 1 was the focus of this analysis due to the clear mechanism by which the EA can currently manage
transfers to the Middle Level. Accordingly, the discussion below focuses exclusively on Scenario 1.
The EA flows in the lower Nene were estimated using recorded flows at Orton gauging station. However, at
times of low flow the Orton gauging station is inaccurate and flows at Wansford were used to reconstruct
implied flow in the lower Nene by adjusting for known Anglian Water abstraction. Middle Level demand
was estimated from flow records at Stanground gauging station.

Table 1.

EA estimated change in transfer to the Middle Level by year (Ml/year)

Year

Year type (demand)

1996

High

13,430

13,090

340

1997

Low

7,427

7,410

17

1998

Normal

9,495

9,318

177

1999

High

13,310

13,105

205

2000

High

11,901

11,901

0

2001

Low

7,202

7,200

2

2002

High

10,994

10,869

125

2003

Normal

10,354

10,268

86

2004

Normal

10,808

10,808

0

2005

Normal

9,889

9,684

205

2006

Normal

10,436

10,383

53

2007

Low

6,418

6,418

0

2008

Low

7,434

7,434

0

2009

Normal

9,510

9,439

71

2010

Normal

10,081

9,974

107

2011

High

11,958

11,368

590

2012

Low

5,443

5,443

0

2013

High

11,483

11,483

0

Note:

Base scenario

Reduction in transfer

Year types are defined by demand levels on the Middle Level. High demand levels are typically associated with low
rainfall years due to an increase in irrigation demand.

Source:

Scenario one

Environment Agency
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The estimated transfer to the Middle Level with and without the Flag Fen re-use scheme are presented in
Table 1. Years were differentiated into three types: ‘high’ demand years where low rainfall drove high
irrigation demand; ‘low’ demand years where rainfall was high; and ‘normal’ years in between.
In general the EA analysis confirms the expected relationship that the reduction in abstraction would be
greatest in high demand years, when both the total level of transfer is higher and flows are potentially lower
due to lower rainfall and inflows. This is confirmed in Table 2.

Table 2.

The average reduction in transfer to the Middle Level is correlated with demand (transfer in Ml/year)

Year type (demand)

Base scenario

Scenario one

Reduction in transfer

High

12,179

11,969

210

Normal

10,082

9,982

100

Low

6,785

6,781

4

All

9,865

9,755

110

Note:

Year types are defined by demand levels on the Middle Level. High demand levels are typically associated with low
rainfall years due to an increase in irrigation demand.

Source:

Environment Agency

The EA also analysed abstraction of water by use type to allow Vivid Economics to estimate the economic
value per unit of this abstraction. Abstraction on the Middle Level is principally for spray irrigation
particularly in summer, as illustrated in Table 3.
The predominance of spray irrigation on the Middle Level and the overwhelming concentration of minimum
flow breaches in summer have led Vivid Economics to apply an economic value of £3.50/m3 gross
abstraction to each unit of lost abstraction. This level was estimated as the value of abstraction to spray
irrigators in Vivid Economics’ April 2014 report to Defra, The Impact of Abstraction Reform: A simple top
down water abstraction economic model for England and Wales (not published).
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Spray irrigation is the dominant abstractive purpose on the Middle Level, especially in summer

Table 3.

Season

Use category

Licenced
volume (Ml)

Recent actual

Share of

Share of

abstraction

seasonal actual

annual actual

(Ml)

abstraction

abstraction

Summer

General farming
and domestic

2

0

0%

0%

Summer

General use

3

0

0%

0%

3,871

1,987

97%

53%

9

6

0%

0%

93

46

2%

1%

3,978

2,039

100%

54%

36

18

1%

0%

3,249

1,210

70%

32%

1,585

461

27%

12%

34

29

2%

1%

100%

46%

Summer
Summer
Summer
Summer
Winter
Winter
Winter
Winter

Spray irrigation –
direct
Transfer between
sources (Post
Water Act 2003)
Vegetable
washing
Seasonal total
Make-up or top-up
water
Spray irrigation –
direct
Spray irrigation –
storage
Vegetable
washing

Winter

Seasonal total

4,905

1,718

Annual

Annual total

8,883

3,757

Note:

100%

Totals may not add due to rounding. Abstraction volumes are not equal to transfer volumes in other tables as transfers
to the Middle Level are also made for non-abstractive purposes, including maintaining water levels for navigation.

Source:

4.1.3

Vivid Economics based on Environment Agency

Projecting Flag Fen’s effects on abstraction

The frequency of dry years is likely to increase in the future due to climate change. To address this, the
frequency of dry (high demand), normal and wet (low demand) years was modified for future years, based on
modelling by Risk Solutions of four future climate scenarios. The effect in each type of year was applied as
set out in Table 2 and the increasing frequency of dry years implies an increasing average level of lost
abstraction per year.
To estimate future high, normal and low demand years, Vivid Economics analysed Risk Solutions ‘effective
rainfall’ data for the Trent and Derwent basin developed for the Severn to Trent Transfer case study (see
section 4.2). The 33rd and 67th percentiles of effective rainfall for this basin were identified from historic
data. When modelled future effective rainfall in a given year fell below the historic 33rd percentile the year
was classified as high demand, and when it fell above the 67th percentile it was classified as low demand.
Other years were classified as ‘normal’. Modelled future years spanned the period 2023 to 2050, reflecting
the Risk Solutions model horizon. The Flag Fen scheme is not currently planned, and if it is planned in the
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future, would be unlikely to commence operations before 2023. The increasing frequency of dry, high
demand years is illustrated in Figure 4.

Figure 4.

The number of dry, high demand years forecast for the period 2023 to 2050 is substantially higher
than one in three

18

Years by demand category

16
14

12
10

High

8

Normal

6

Low

4
2

0
A

C

G

J

Climate scenario

Note:

Year types are expressed in terms of expected demand levels on the Middle Level. High demand levels are associated
with low rainfall years due to an increase in irrigation demand.

Source:

Vivid Economics based on Risk Solutions climate scenarios and rainfall data

The increasing frequency of dry, high demand years implies a greater loss of abstraction than would have
occurred under rainfall levels observed over the period 1996 to 2013. However, the loss of abstraction is still
small in comparison to the total volume of water gained by Anglian Water, which is a constant 7,300
Ml/year. As is shown in Table 4, the volume of water lost to abstractors is typically only around 2 per cent of
the volume gained by Anglian Water.
The key result in Table 4 is that the cost to abstractors per unit of water gained by Anglian Water is very
low; in the order of 6.5 pence per cubic metre (m3). This is low both in absolute terms and when compared to
a total cost of the Flag Fen scheme of around £1.42/m3 estimated from Anglian Water’s 2014 Water
Resources Management Plan.
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Table 4.

Only around 2% of the water gained by Anglian Water is lost by abstractors, resulting in a low value
of lost abstraction per unit of water gained

Variable

Unit

Average annual change in
abstraction

Ml

Annual gain to Anglian

Ml

Abstraction as a share of water
gained by Anglian

%

Value per unit of lost abstraction

£/m3

Value of lost abstraction per unit
of water gained by Anglian
Total cost of Flag Fen re-use
scheme
Value of lost abstraction as a
share of total project costs

pence/m3

Note:

24

A

C

G

J

108

135

149

156

2.0%

2.1%

6.8

7.2

4.8%

5.1%

7,300
1.5%

1.8%
£3.50

5.3

6.2

£/m3
%

£1.42
3.7%

4.4%

Costs discounted at 3.5% in real terms over a 30 year assessment period. Pence/cubic metre estimates cannot be
directly derived from the simple averages due to differences in the timing of years with different rainfall and demand
characteristics, and the effects of discounting

Source:

Vivid Economics based on Environment Agency analysis, Vivid Economics for Defra (2014) and the Anglian Water
2014 Water Resources Management Plan

These results imply that even if the cost to abstractors was imposed on Anglian Water, such as through a
compensation regime, it would be relatively unlikely to change the ordering of Anglian Water’s potential
water projects. Analysis of Anglian Water’s Water Resources Management Plan indicates that for the
relevant water resources zone this project is the highest cost of the available options, and so is unlikely to be
implemented in the near future (see Table 5). However, it also indicates that the increment in cost between
the range of schemes available is typically substantially greater than £0.065/m3, averaging £0.23/m3. In the
event of Anglian Water requiring the scheme at a point in future after having exhausted the potential of
lower cost schemes already identified, it is likely that the incremental cost of subsequent schemes at that time
would be greater than the cost of compensating abstractors for lost volumes. It follows that the policy regime
applied in relation to changes to discharges is not, in the Anglian Water case, likely to materially alter the
total economic cost of meeting future water needs. However, it would alter the incidence of those costs.
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The incremental cost between alternative supply options averages more £0.23/m3

Fixed

Scheme

Average

Capital

Operating

capacity

expenditure

expenditure

(Ml/d)

(£k)

(£/k)

social
and
env
cost

Cost per
Variable

unit

social

Assumed

water

Cost

and env

life

over

increment

cost

(years)

project

(£/m3)

(£k)

(£k)

life
(£/m3)

Pitsford Dam
raising

11

58,900

430

186

27

50

£0.74

Rutland Dam
raising

16

107,800

400

499

27

50

£0.86

£0.12

Canal
transfer

13

73,100

1,470

6

103

40

£1.05

£0.19

Peterborough
water re-use

20

103,500

4,400

9

350

30

£1.42

£0.37

Average cost
increment
Note:

-

£0.23

Costs discounted at 3.5% in real terms. Peterborough re-use scheme is the description in the WRMP for the Flag Fen
case study scheme. A reduced raw water export scheme was excluded as it does not involve new deployable output but
changes to water movements between catchments.

Source:

Assumed life and cost per unit calculations by Vivid Economics; raw data from Anglian Water’s Water Resources
Management Plan 2014

The results of this case study should be interpreted with caution. Three points are of particular note. Firstly,
the economic effects are based on the assumption that the operating regime for the diversion from Flag Fen
does not respond to the level of flow to tide. Given the absence of this flexibility, the estimated effect on
abstractors could be seen as an upper limit as either environmental regulation, Anglian Water’s or the Middle
Level Commission’s operational response could reduce these effects.
Secondly, the results are primarily driven by the high ratio of water gained by Anglian Water to the ratio of
water lost by abstractors. Broadly this ratio is around 50 to 1. In turn, this result is sensitive to the specific
circumstances of this case study and may not be representative of hydrological or demand conditions for
other schemes.
Thirdly, the hydrological and demand conditions in the Middle Level example are unusual and relatively
complex. The reduction in abstraction is driven by the environmental flow to tide requirement, such that
abstraction must be reduced whenever flows fall below the desired minimum level, including when this level
would have been breached even in the absence of the scheme. This circumstance is different to a scheme that
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is driven by a Hands off Flow (HOF) target and standard licensing practice, where abstractions at the time of
a HOF breach would be unaffected as they would have been unable to abstract in any case. Furthermore, the
Middle Level stores water between transfer from the Nene and final abstraction by consumptive users
meaning that reduced transfers to the Middle Level and reduced abstraction from the Middle Level need not
be simultaneous. This is different from a system where abstracted water is used immediately with no prior
storage; in that case the constraint and the demand need to be simultaneous for there to be an economic effect
on abstractors.

4.2 Severn to Trent Transfer (Severn Trent Water and Thames
Water)
4.2.1

Overview

The Severn to Thames Transfer (STT) is being developing through cooperation between Severn Trent Water
(STW) and Thames Water (TMS). The project is summarised briefly below:
– Thames Water is seeking a reliable injection of water during the summer months (assumed to be
May to October) and has identified a supported transfer from the Severn as a potentially viable
option;
– The specific option being considered here involves abstraction at Deerhurst on the Lower Severn and
transfer to the upper Thames via a new pipeline (the ‘Lower Severn’ option);
– As flows in the Severn and the Thames are likely to be low at the same time, the scheme supports
flows to the Severn to enhance the reliability of the transfer;
– The support takes the form of:
o Treated effluent from Minworth wastewater treatment works (WWTW) is diverted to the
Avon;
o From the Avon it can be stored in Draycote Reservoir (via Willes Meadow storage) and be
returned to the Avon when required or flow directly to the Severn;
o At times of peak need in the Severn, diversions from Minworth flow directly to the Severn
and be supplemented by releases of stored water from Draycote;
o Draycote Reservoir will be expanded to give STW operational flexibility;
– Flows in the Tame and the Trent will be lower whenever the Minworth diversion is in operation.
A schematic of the case study is set out in Figure 5. The new flows created by the project are shown as a red
arrow and the augmented storage assets are bordered in red. Changes to flows are shown as positive (+ve),
negative (-ve) or neutral.
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STT case study schematic
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Birmingham PWS
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WWTW
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-ve
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(storage)
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+ve

+ve

Leam
Severn

Draycote
(storage)
+ve

Deerhurst

+ve

Thames
+ve

neutral
Sea

SWOX & London PWS

Note:

+ve, -ve and neutral indicate changes in flow due to the case study project at times of low flow.

Source:

Vivid Economics

The primary interest of this case study is the hydrological and economic effects on the lower Trent identified
in Figure 5. These effects were modelled by Risk Solutions using its detailed proprietary model of the Trent
and Derwent basin. However, to undertake this modelling it was necessary to estimate the volume and timing
of changes to discharges from Minworth. This in turn arises from the need to support flows in the Severn to
meet the abstraction needs of Thames Water at Deerhurst.
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Analysis of flows on the Severn underpins the assumed diversions from Minworth

To estimate the likely volume and timing of diversions from Minworth Vivid Economics analysed flows on
the Severn using historic EA data and Risk Solutions climate scenarios. The EA data was of flows at
Deerhurst gauging station from December 1995 to December 2012, and from the nearby Haw Bridge
gauging station from July 1971 to August 2014. Haw Bridge flows were used due to its longer period and
converted to equivalent Deerhurst flows through a simple linear regression relating flows at the two points
for the period where overlapping data was available. The correlation of this regression was strong, indicating
that robust estimates of flows at Deerhurst over the period July 1971 to August 2014 can be made on this
basis. Vivid Economics’ analysis has not been vetted or endorsed by EA, and involves a range of simplifying
assumptions, including in relation to losses in the system between the Avon injection point and Haw
Bridges/Deerhurst.
Vivid’s analysis of the Severn flows is summarised below:
– Calendar years were ranked according to the average flow at Haw Bridge from June to October
inclusive
– Years were placed in four categories:
o ‘Wet’ for years with flows higher than the median average flow
o ‘Dry’ for years between the 25th percentile and median flow
o ‘Very dry’ for years between the 10th and 25th percentiles of flow
o ‘Extremely dry’ for years with flow lower than the 10th percentile.
– 1976 was manual recategorised to ‘Extremely dry’ as it involved an unusual combination of a very
dry June to September period, followed by a very wet October, which distorted the average flow
– 110 Ml/d was removed from the Severn flow for the period May to October inclusive, with 5 Ml/d
removed for ‘sweetening flows’ during all other months
– The flow needed to either return the Severn to HOF levels, or to replace the full Thames Water
(TMS) abstraction, was calculated for each day
– The average flow for each month in each category was estimated
– This average flow was converted to a number of days at full Minworth diversion (88 Ml/d) required
to provide this volume of flow over the month
The results of the analysis as shown in Table 6.
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Days of full diversion at Minworth to meet Severn needs (days)

Year

Jan -

categorisation

Mar

Apr

May

Jun

Jul

Aug

Sep

Oct

Nov

Dec

Wet

0

0

<1

1

2

1

1

0

0

0

Dry

0

<1

0

2

10

8

7

2

0

0

Very dry

0

<1

3

5

10

14

15

2

0

0

Extremely dry

0

<1

0

13

21

24

17

11

<1

0

Note:

Year categorisation is described in the text above. Full diversion is 88 Ml/day.

Source:

Vivid Economics analysis of Environment Agency data

These flows are re-presented as the average diversion from Minworth necessary to deliver the required
volume of water in Table 7.

Table 7.

Average diversion from Minworth to meet Severn needs (Ml/day)

Year

Jan -

categorisation

Mar

Apr

May

Jun

Jul

Aug

Sep

Oct

Nov

Dec

Wet

0

0

<1

3

5

2

3

0

0

0

Dry

0

<1

0

5

29

23

21

5

0

0

Very dry

0

<1

9

15

29

39

45

5

0

0

Extremely dry

0

<1

0

39

60

68

51

32

<1

0

Note:

Year categorisation is described in the text above.

Source:

Vivid Economics analysis of Environment Agency data

To derive flow assumptions for Risk Solutions, these amounts were rounded up in a broad and approximate
manner. This was done to allow for losses between Minworth and Deerhurst and for operational uncertainty.
Operational uncertainty would see diversions at Minworth occur more intensively than implied by the
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numbers in Table 8 because lags in the system and uncertainty of inflows to the Severn mean that it would
not be possible in practice to provide precisely the flows required to satisfy the HOF condition, and some
excess flow would be needed as a buffer. Conversely, very small requirements are assumed to be able to be
met from Draycote releases independently of operation of Minworth. This appears plausible for two reasons:
Draycote will be expanded and so will have greater capacity to store winter flows independently of
Minworth; and the small requirements occur in wetter months and/or years and so other resources are more
likely to be abundant.
The assumed flow ‘shock’ to the Trent (as a reduction in discharge from Minworth) is specified by type of
year and by month as set out in Table 8.

Table 8.

Reduction in Minworth discharge assumed for Risk Solutions modelling (Ml/day)

Year

Jan -

categorisation

Mar

Apr

May

Jun

Jul

Aug

Sep

Oct

Nov

Dec

Wet

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Dry

0

0

0

0

44

44

44

0

0

0

Very dry

0

0

0

0

44

66

66

0

0

0

Extremely dry

0

0

0

44

88

88

66

44

0

0

Note:

Year categorisation is described in the text above.

Source:

Vivid Economics analysis of Environment Agency data

As for the Flag Fen re-use scheme (Anglian Water) case study, Risk Solutions’ modelling of future climate
scenarios was used to estimate the changing prevalence of ‘wet’, ‘dry’, ‘very dry’ and ‘extremely dry’ years
according to the definitions used here. This is illustrated in Figure 6.
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The number of extremely dry years is forecast to be substantially higher than in the past

Years by demand category
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Climate scenario

Note:

Year categorisation is described in the text above

Source:

Vivid Economics based on Risk Solutions climate scenarios and rainfall data

Together the diversions by year type and the timing and frequency of each year type in the future provide
Risk Solutions with the diversions to Minworth discharges to input into its model.
4.2.3

Risk Solutions results

Risk Solutions used its agent-based model of hydrological and economic outcomes on the Trent and Derwent
basin to estimate economic effects of the reduction in discharge for four climate scenarios. Vivid Economics
was advised by Defra to focus on the scenarios that are based on the current abstraction regulatory regime, as
this will most accurately reflect behaviour following reform due to the difficulty of pre-approving water
trades in that catchment.
The Risk Solutions results under the current abstraction system indicate very small economic effects, in the
order of £11,000 per annum. The results provided to Vivid Economics are presented in Table 9, along with
conversions to estimate the implied change in net abstraction by abstractors under the various scenarios.
These conversions were made based on the advice of Risk Solutions that the primary abstractors affected
were hydro-electric generators. Based on the value per unit of net abstraction for hydro-electric generators of
£10/m3 the Risk Solutions modelling implies that only around 1.1 Ml/year would be lost to abstractors,
which in turn is only 0.01 per cent of the total volume of water gained by Thames Water through the scheme.
This means that when the cost to abstractors is recovered across the full volume of water gained by Thames
Water, the average effect is only £0.001/m3, or 0.1 per cent of the total cost of the STT.
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Risk Solutions model outputs indicate an average reduction in net abstraction of 1.1 Ml/year in the
Trent and Derwent

Climate

Variable

Unit

Value

Source

A

£000s/year

-£10.71

Risk Solutions

C

£000s/year

-£10.81

Risk Solutions

J

£000s/year

-£15.67

Risk Solutions

G

£000s/year

-£8.70

Risk Solutions

Average

£000s/year

-£11.47

Risk Solutions

Value per unit gross
abstraction (hydroelectric power)

-

£/m3

£0.03

Vivid Economics for Defra (April
2014)

Consumptiveness
(hydro-electric power)

-

-

0.003

Vivid Economics for Defra (April
2014)

Implied value per unit net
abstraction

-

£/m3

£10

Calculation (value per unit gross
abstraction ÷ consumptiveness)

Implied change in net
abstraction

-

Ml/year

-1.1

Calculation (value of lost
production ÷ value per unit net
abstraction)

Average water gain by
TMS

-

Ml/year

20,240

TMS

Lost net abstraction as a
proportion of water
gained by TMS

-

%

0.01%

Calculation (lost abstraction ÷
water gained)

Value of lost net
abstraction per unit of
water gained by TMS

-

£/m3

£0.001

Calculation (value per unit net
abstraction × lost net
abstraction as proportion of
water gained)

Value of lost abstraction
as a proportion of total
scheme cost

-

%

0.1%

Calculation (value of lost
abstraction ÷ scheme cost)

scenario

Change in production
due to reduced
discharges

Source:

As detailed in table

These values are incorporated in the national impact assessment as shown in Table 27.
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Estimating the cost of the STT scheme against alternative Thames Water (TMS) supply
options

As part of the national impact assessment it is also necessary to consider the cost of alternative TMS supply
options. Although the external costs of the STT are small, as shown in Table 9, in the event that the costs
were large enough to necessitate adoption of the next most expensive alternative supply option, the costs
incurred by TMS would be equal to the incremental cost of that supply option. Accordingly it is necessary to
estimate the cost of the STT and the incremental cost of the ‘next best’ supply option.
Data to estimate the cost of the STT was provided on a confidential basis by STW and TMS. STW provided
Vivid Economics with its internal cost element of the STT supply elements up to, but excluding, the
extraction at Deerhurst; principally the raising of Draycote reservoir and pipes to transport water between
Minworth and the Avon, and the Avon and Willes Meadow. These costs were separated in capital and
operating components and were incorporated into an integrated cost assessment of the STT scheme’s cost
unaltered.
TMS provided Vivid Economics with pumping and pipeline cost estimates for a 100 Ml/d pipeline from
Deerhurst to the TMS catchment, but based on a lower operating factor than the expected operation for the
current operating plan for the STT. The TMS costs were separated into capital and operating components. To
incorporate these costs into the overall STT cost estimate, Vivid Economics scaled up the capital costs
linearly to account for the increase in pipeline capacity from 100 Ml/d to 110 Ml/d as required by the STT,
and increased operating costs in line with the expected increased throughput on the pipeline.
Using a 3.5 per cent real discount rate, Vivid Economics’ analysis indicated an overall levelised cost of the
STT of around £0.98/m3, not taking into account the cost of finance. The full detail of these calculations is
not provided here for reasons of commercial sensitivity.
To assess where this cost estimate places the STT alongside other TMS supply options for the main TMS
catchment, Vivid Economics:
– ranked all feasible ‘resource side’ options in TMS’ Water Resource Planning Guideline supplydemand workbook (December 2013 version) based on TMS’ estimated average incremental social
cost (AISC) for each option;
– excluded higher-cost options that were strict alternatives to lower cost supply options (for example,
similar schemes but with lower or higher capacities); and
– estimated the increase in supply cost associated with supplying an additional 110 Ml/d of peak
capacity over the full range of projects up to and including the cost level of the STT (approximately
£1/m3).
The TMS supply options provided did not specify assumed operating regimes, but only headline capacity of
those schemes, and so some ‘increments’ in supply cost will in practice imply more realised deployable
output depending on how intensively different schemes are operated. Over the representative mix of thirty
projects analysed, this approximation appears satisfactory for our purposes here.
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The removal of a projected 110 Ml/d capacity from the TMS supply options would on average require the
adoption of a scheme with an AISC around 0.09/m3 higher than the excluded scheme. This outcome is shown
in Figure 7Error! Reference source not found.. The red line shown links the lowest cost TMS supply
ption, at around £0.22/m3, to the blue block on the TMS supply curve representing the STT. The slope of this
line is equivalent to around 0.09/m3 for each movement of 110 Ml/d along the x-axis. This analysis implies
that if the STT were not implemented, TMS would be likely to incur additional costs of around £0.09 /m3 to
implement an alternative scheme.

Figure 7.

The red line illustrates the rate at which the cost of TMS supply options increases from the lowest
cost available option to the STT project (the blue block)

Note:

Scheme cost includes social costs, such as the cost of carbon and other environmental costs. The STT cost does not
include effects on abstractors.

Source:

Vivid Economics

The STT is expensive relative to some other TMS supply options. This is reflected in the fact that it is not in
TMS’s current preferred water resources management plan, and is therefore treated as a ‘possible’ supply
option rather than a ‘planned’ option in Vivid Economics’ analysis in section 5.
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4.3 Southern Water case studies
4.3.1

Ford re-use scheme on Arun and Western Rother

Southern Water’s preferred plan under its 2014 WRMP includes a reuse scheme that involves transferring
10Ml/d from the Ford WWTW at Littlehampton upstream to a point on the Western Rother above the
abstraction point at Hardham.

Figure 8.

The diversion of water from Ford WWTW to support Hardham reduces discharge to sea

River
Arun

Other Southern PWS

Western
Rother

+ve

neutral

+ve
Hardham
Groundwater

+ve
neutral

Littlehampton PWS

Ford
WWTW
-ve
Sea

Source:

Sea

Vivid Economics

This scheme was analysed by Vivid Economics and discussed with Southern Water and EA area
representatives and was found not to be a suitable case study for this project. This conclusion was reached
due to the absence of clear negative effects on abstractors. The project was unlikely to negatively affect
abstractors because:
– Ford WWTW effluent was discharged directly to the sea at Littlehampton through a pipe, not
through any river reach or tidal waters;
– this effluent release to sea has no positive environmental effect and so there is no reason to adjust
other flows within the system to compensate for its loss;
– the distance between the new discharge point for the diverted water on the Western Rother and the
intended abstraction point at Hardham is very short and so the possibility of altering abstraction on
this reach is small, noting that the effect on abstraction would be positive in any case.
The lesson here is that where discharges are reduced in a way that does not directly reduce surface water
flows, but only reduces flows to tidal waters or to the sea, this reduction in discharge would not generally be
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expected to adversely affect abstractors. The reduction may only do so in special circumstances in which it
has negative environmental impact. This is because reductions in surface water flows and resulting potential
negative effects on abstractors can only occur indirectly through, for example, compensating changes in
water releases or tightening of conditions on abstraction licences. If there is no motivation for these, there is
no mechanism by which abstractors would be affected.
4.3.2

Aylesford re-use scheme on the Medway

Southern Water’s preferred plan under its 2014 WRMP includes a reuse scheme that involves transferring
water upstream from the Aylesford WWTW on the lower Medway River to a new discharge point at East
Barming.
The purpose of this scheme is to enhance water levels in Bewl Water during dry summers. This is achieved
because the transfer from Aylesford increases water levels in the Medway and supports abstraction by
Southern Water at Springfield near Maidstone. In turn the scheme means that Southern Water could reduce
releases from Bewl Water: releases that currently support water levels and abstraction at Springfield.
The scheme potentially affects abstractors on the Rivers Teise and Medway because the reduction in releases
from Bewl Water would result in lower flows between Bewl and East Barming.
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Diversions from Aylesford to East Barming allow lower flows from Bewl and reduce flows to the tidal
Medway

Bewl
(storage)

+ve
Other Southern PWS

Maidstone PWS
-ve
neutral

neutral
Teise

+ve

Aylesford
WWTW

-ve
Upper
Medway

neutral

neutral

East
Barming

neutral

-ve

Medway
estuary
-ve

Sea

Abstractors

Note:

The effects shown above reflect the assumption of no change to abstraction on the Teise or Medway.

Source:

Vivid Economics

While the EA advised that there were abstractors operating between the Bewl Water release point and East
Barming, Vivid Economics concluded that they would not face a material negative effect from the scheme.
This conclusion was tested with representatives of Southern Water and the EA and is on the grounds that
abstractors on both the Teise and the Medway are heavily constrained during periods of low flows. Given
that the Aylesford transfer would only occur at low flows, it is highly likely that abstractors on the Teise and
Medway would already be unable to take water, under hands off flow conditions, at the times when the
Aylesford scheme would be in operation.
A further finding is that although the scheme would result in a reduction in flow to the tidal Medway, that
flow could not be restored through reductions in abstraction on the Teise or Medway, as abstraction is
already constrained at times of low flow. The only adjustment could come from releases from Bewl Water.
As the enhancement of water in Bewl Water is Southern Water’s primary motivation for the scheme, it is
possible that Southern Water would abandon the scheme if this environmental requirement were to be
imposed.
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This conclusion was supported by evidence in an unpublished study commissioned by Southern Water on the
Aylesford scheme and analysis of the Medway abstraction licensing strategy (Environment Agency, 2013). It
indicated that, under rainfall conditions equivalent to the dry summer of 1976, the level of flow in the
Medway would overwhelmingly have been below hands off flow levels during the period of operation of the
Aylesford scheme. This finding is supported by information from the Medway abstraction licensing strategy,
which indicates that abstraction on the Upper Teise is constrained for all but 73 days of the year, while
abstraction at Teston on the Medway is constrained for all but 84 days of the year (Environment Agency,
2013). Those constraints are likely to coincide with the operation of the Aylesford Scheme.
The lesson is that abstractors on a waterway that is prone to low flows may not face effects from a scheme
that further reduces surface water flows. If those abstractors are regularly prevented from taking water, a
scheme that further reduces flows at those times will not affect them. Instead, there may be environmental
impact. The nature of the environmental impact is beyond the scope of this study.
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5 Survey of relevant water company
discharge change projects
Investigating the national population of projects that could change
discharges

5.1 The survey and supporting research identified 39 relevant
projects nationally
Vivid Economics surveyed 23 water only and water and sewerage companies across England and Wales to
assess the prevalence of current, planned and potential projects that would change discharges from
wastewater treatment works (WWTWs). The survey allowed respondents to provide details of:
– objective of project;
– capacity in megalitres per day (Ml/d);
– operating regime, such as continuous, seasonal or occasional;
– effects on surface water flows; and
– effects on abstractors.
Vivid Economics completed responses on behalf of three companies based on discussions with them. The
survey response was strong, covering 96 per cent of companies approached and 39 projects. Twelve of the 22
responding companies identified no relevant projects. The response statistics for the survey are summarised
in Table 10.

Table 10.

Overview of survey responses

Variable

Total

Companies surveyed

23

Responses received

18

Responses completed by Vivid based on discussions with company

3

Total responses

22

Survey coverage

96%

Projects analysed

39

Source:

Vivid Economics
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5.2 Translating projects into effects on abstraction
There are several factors which can modify the effects of discharges on abstractions. These factors must be
taken into account when assessing the potential economic impacts of changes to discharges:
– the project might reduce flows in surface waters but ‘hands off flow’ conditions may not be binding,
and therefore there may be no reduction in abstraction (factor one);
– the project may not operate year round and so the project’s total effect on flows may be reduced
(factor two);
– the project may not operate in all years, also reducing the project’s total effect on flows;
– the project may not be implemented, in which case it would have no effect on flows;
– the project might only decrease flows to the sea or to tide, in which case the prospect of effects on
freshwater abstraction is lower; and
– the project might reduce flows in a segment of river with very limited abstraction.
The case studies are used to estimate the relationship between reductions in flows and reductions in
abstractions (factor one). Factor two, operating regime, was applied on a project by project basis using the
number of months of operation specified by the water company. To capture the other factors, Vivid
Economics applied a weighting factor or discount to the headline capacity of the scheme. The application of
these factors gives the expected impact of each scheme.
Sensitivity analysis is used to generate low and high estimates alongside a best estimate. There are
uncertainties in the project impacts and limitations on data available for them. It is not known how many will
be implemented with some in the early stages of planning. Many characteristics, such as build dates,
capacities, operating regimes, effects on flows and abstractors are not known. The sensitivity analysis is
designed to be exhaustive: that is, to encompass the full range of possible outcomes. The best estimate, high
and low factor weights are set out in Table 11.
Discharge transfer projects vary greatly in scale and most in number are small. The survey shows that water
and sewerage companies use small such projects to move effluent to larger treatment works, increasing the
scale of more advanced treatment and at the same time reducing the costs of meeting quality obligations. The
larger projects have a different objective: they move water resources around to increase deployable output.
This pattern is shown in Figure 10 and Table 12. The objective of the majority of the transfer capacity is to
enhance deployable output. Roughly half of the total capacity is planned to be built over the next five years,
with the balance being uncertain and following later, see Table 12.
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Weightings were applied to reflect factors that would moderate the effect of projects on abstraction

Layer

Assumption

Frequency of
operation

Every year

Frequency of
operation

Best estimate
parameter

High parameter

Low parameter

100%

100%

100%

Dry years only

40%

50%

30%

Frequency of
operation

Drought conditions only

20%

30%

10%

Planning status

Planned

80%

100%

60%

Planning status

Possible

40%

60%

20%

Effect on flows

Increase only

0%

0%

0%

Effect on flows

Decreases in surface
water in part of the
catchment

100%

100%

100%

Effect on flows

Decreases in flows to
tide or the sea

40%

60%

20%

Effect on flows

None

20%

40%

0%

Effect on
abstractors

Yes

100%

100%

80%

Effect on
abstractors

No

10%

20%

0%

Effect on
abstractors

Not aware

75%

100%

50%

Note:

No respondents chose the option of ‘committed’ in relation to planning status and so it is excluded here. Where effect
on flows were specified as ‘none’ or ‘decreases in flows to tide or the sea’, the weighting for ‘effect on abstractors’ was
assumed to be ‘not aware’.

Source:

Vivid Economics
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Most water quality projects are relatively small whereas larger projects increase deployable output

14
12
10
8
6
4
2
0

<2 Ml/d

2-10 Ml/d

10-50 Ml/d

>=50 Ml/d

Enhance deployable output within catchment
Enhance deployable output by transfer/sale from another water company

Meet revised water quality permit conditions
Other (please specify)
Source:

Vivid Economics

Table 12.

Almost sixty per cent of the total capacity is scheduled to be built in the next five years

Planned
Number
Variable

of
projects

Enhance
deployable
output within
company
area
Enhance
deployable
output
through
purchase
from another
company
Meet water
quality permit
conditions

Capacity
(Ml/d)

Possible
Proportion

Number

of total

of

capacity

projects

Capacity
(Ml/d)

Total
Proportion

Number

of total

of

capacity

projects

Capacity
(Ml/d)

6

204

34%

15

228

38%

21

432

2

38

6%

2

108

18%

4

146

11

13

2%

2

2

0%

13

15

Other

0

0

0%

1

1

0%

1

1

Total

19

255

58%

20

339

42%

39

594
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The effect of each of the factors is shown in Table 13. The first two factors, which address the timing of
operation within years and across years, account for a 56 per cent reduction in capacity on a continuous
equivalent basis. Location factors, namely the position of the project (relative to fresh waters or the sea) and
presence or absence of abstractors, account for a further 71 per cent reduction. Likelihood of the project
contributes the balance of 41%. Overall, the headline capacity is reduced by 93 per cent, which means that
the total volume which might affect abstractors is only 7 per cent of the headline capacity if the schemes
were run continuously in every year. Abstractors will experience reductions in allowed abstraction which is a
fraction of that 7 per cent figure, according to the flow conditions in the river.
Table 13.

Translating project headline capacity to potential effect on abstractors (effective Ml/d) – best
estimate
Effective capacity (average Ml/d)

Project driver

Enhance deployable
output within
company area
Enhance deployable
output through
purchase from
another company

Headline
capacity

Allowing for
part-year
operation

Allowing
for years
not in
operation

Allowing for
planning
status

Allowing
for
location of
flows

Allowing for
absence of
abstractors

432

329

196

111

68

37

146

58

32

14

9

7

15

15

15

11

10

3

Other

1

1

1

0

0

0

Total

594

403

244

137

87

47

Meet water quality
permit conditions

Source:

Vivid Economics

Table 14 shows similar figures using the best, high and low estimates using the factors set out in Table 11.
The ten-fold range of final capacity estimates reflect the substantial uncertainty in how many projects there
will be, where they will be, and how they will operate. To allow for the fact that planned schemes are more
likely to occur earlier than possible schemes, Vivid also estimated the effective capacities of planned
schemes and possible schemes separately. In the impact assessment, the effects of planned schemes are
assumed to emerge over the period 2015 to 2019, while possible schemes are assumed to occur between
2020 and 2030.
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Translating project headline capacity to potential effect on abstractors (effective Ml/d) – comparing
best, high and low estimates

Effective capacity (average Ml/d)
Allowing

Allowing

Allowing

Allowing

Allowing

for part-

for years

for

for

for absence

year

not in

planning

location

of

operation

operation

status

of flows

abstractors

207

158

107

Planned
only

113

72

28

Possible
only

94

86

79

137

88

47

Planned
only

79

38

10

Possible
only

58

50

37

78

38

13

Planned
only

51

16

2

Possible
only

27

22

12

Scheme
Estimate

planning
status

High estimate

Best estimate

Low estimate

Source:

All

All

All

Vivid Economics

Headline
capacity

594

594

594

403

403

403

270

244

218
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6 Administrative costs
This section examines the administrative costs associated with Defra’s four proposed policy options for
management of changes to discharges. It considers costs for three parties: water companies, the
environmental regulator and abstractors. The following sections:
– Set out a basis for differentiating between water company discharge change schemes with four
varying levels of complexity in terms of assessing the effects of changes to discharges on
abstractors;
– Estimate the hours associated with administrative activities for the three parties under each policy
option and each type of scheme;
– Estimate advice costs, such as legal advice, hydrological modelling and/or economic modelling, for
the different parties under each policy option and each type of scheme;
– Adjust costs according to the probability of appeals arising;
– Estimate total and annual average administrative costs associated with each policy option.

6.1 Policy options and associated administrative processes
Defra has set out four policy options as alternatives to the ‘do nothing’ default. The first policy option,
‘change with notice’ involves a minimal charge such that discharges can be changed with notice to
abstractors reliant on them. Options 2 and 3 are similar and more involved in that they would require a
substantial assessment of the costs and benefits of the change to discharges; Option 3 also involves payment
of compensation. Option 4 is different again in that it is a step based approach and any impact of a change on
water availability and abstractors is assessed, and if an impact identified a second step is taken to minimise it
through some form of a discharge management agreement. An overview of the policy options is provided in
Table 15.
The Environment Agency (EA) in collaboration with Defra has developed indicative process flow charts to
assess the administrative steps and costs associated with each policy option. These are included for reference
at the end of this document.
Vivid Economics has summarised the EA material in those flow charts, and combined it with its own
assessment of the tasks that water companies and abstractors might take at the equivalent stages. A highlevel description of the steps each party would undertake for Options 2, 3 and 4 are provided in Table 16.
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Policy options

Table 15.

Option

Name

Description

0

Do nothing

This would involve no change and is the counterfactual against which policy options will
be measured.

1

Change with
notice

Water company discharges can be changed following notice to those abstractors reliant
on them and with regulator agreement regarding environmental impact.

2

Cost-benefit
assessment
(CBA)

3

Compensation

4

Discharge
management
agreements

Water companies undertake a cost benefit analysis of making the change which can only
go ahead if the total economic benefits to the water company exceeds the total economic
costs to abstractors. Changes would be subject to agreement from regulator regarding
environmental impact.
Water companies perform a narrow cost-benefit assessment and could change
discharges only if abstractors are compensated for any losses incurred due to any
reduced water availability. Changes would be subject to agreement from the regulator
regarding environmental impact.
Water companies could change the discharges but would need to assess the impact of a
significant change on the water available for abstractors and the environment. If impacts
occur, a discharge management arrangement is developed with the regulator to mitigate
it.

Source:

Defra

Table 16.

The activities to be undertaken by different parties vary by policy option

AssessParty

ment

Activities to be undertaken

stage

Option

Option

Option

Option

1

2

3

4









Water
companies

Initial

Staff time for preliminary assessment of materiality of
effects and opportunities to mitigate. Staff time for
incorporation of outputs into project costing for future
plans.

Water
companies

Initial

Detailed hydrological and economic modelling of
preferred operational arrangement to assess effects









Water
companies

Initial

Agreement on and administration of compensation
payments to affected parties









Water
companies

Initial

Basic hydrological and economic modelling of
preferred operational arrangement to inform discharge
management agreement









Water
companies

Initial

Collaborative development of a discharge management
arrangement with regulator









Water
companies

Initial

Notification of change to discharge
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Option

Option

Option

Option

1

2

3

4

Water
companies

Appeal

Staff time to make administrative appeal if assessment
rejected by EA, or to respond to appeal by abstractors.









Water
companies

Appeal

Legal and/or hydrological or economic analysis to
support initial assessment of impact in appeal.









Water
companies

Appeal

Legal and/or hydrological or economic analysis to
establish that discharge management agreement is
adequate









Regulator

Initial

Ensuring assessment complies with guidance and
sign-off









Regulator

Initial

Ensure discharge management agreement established
in accordance with requirements for watercourse









Regulator

Initial

Ensure that notification of change to discharge
adequately meets requirements









Regulator

Appeal









Abstractors

Initial









Abstractors

Initial

Agreement on and administration of compensation
payments to affected parties









Abstractors

Initial

Company, private or industry association time to make
high-level review of discharge management agreement









Abstractors

Appeal

Company, private or industry association time to
support administrative appeal.









Abstractors

Appeal

Legal and/or hydrological or economic analysis in
appeal.









Abstractors

Appeal

Legal and/or hydrological or economic analysis
challenge elements of the discharge management
agreement









Source:

Support decision and provide advice in appeal process
heard through Secretary of State or planning
inspectorate.
Stakeholder participation in development of the costbenefit assessment. Company, private or industry
association time to make high-level review of
assessment and EA decision to determine whether to
appeal. High level hydrological-economic analysis in to
assess merits of initial assessment.

Vivid Economics

From this table it appears that for water companies:
At the initial stage:
– Costs in Option 1 will be minimal;
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–

Costs in Options 2 and 3 will be similar, with the key difference being the additional cost of agreeing
and administering compensation payments separating the options;
– Option 4 will be lower cost than Options 2 and 3 because the hydrological and economic modelling
required under Option 4 will only need to establish aggregate flow effects without translating that to
abstraction and economic effects on individual abstractors, as under Options 2 and 3;
– The lower modelling costs in Option 4 are partly offset by higher internal administrative costs
associated with the development of a discharge management agreement;
At the appeals stage:
– Costs in Options 2 and 3 will be similar;
– Costs in Option 4 will be lower as the burden of proof in establishing that a discharge management
agreement has adequately taken relevant factors into account will be lower than establishing, as in
Options 2 and 3, that all effects have been accurately assessed and quantified.
For the regulator, costs will be similar across the options. The EA has indicated that assessments for Option
3 are likely to be slightly more involved than for Option 4: and slightly more for Option 4 than for Option 2,
but the extent of the difference is limited. The cost associated with appeals is also similar across the options,
with the same ordering as for costs at the initial assessment phase. The EA has also indicated that the time
require to implement Option 1 could be absorbed within existing resources.
For abstractors, internal costs at the initial assessment stage are higher in Option 3 than in Options 2 or 4.
The additional costs relative to Option 2 arise from time and complexity associated with agreeing and
accepting compensation payments. The additional costs relative to Option 3 relate to the greater level of
complexity associated with analysing a water company’s cost benefit assessment, which will potentially
include detailed hydrological and economic modelling. Option 4 is lower cost than Option 2 due to the
simpler task of assessing the content of the discharge management agreement. However, as abstractors will
not be experts on hydrology, it is reasonable to assume that some external advice would be sought on the
hydrological impacts of a proposed discharge management agreement at the initial assessment stage.
At the appeals stage, abstractor internal costs are likely to be similar across the three options. However, legal,
hydrological and economic advice costs are likely to be higher for Options 2 and 3 due the greater precision
and detail of the assessment being appealed, compared to the relatively simpler assessment of the adequacy
of a discharge management agreement.
6.1.1

Differentiating between water company schemes with varying levels of complexity

The discussion above sets out the logic of the relative ordering of costs between policy options. It is also
likely that assessment costs will depend on how large and complex a given water scheme is. Therefore, the
level of administrative costs will be affected by the size and complexity of projects identified in the survey as
potentially affecting discharges. Further, in assessing aggregate costs, it is necessary to take into account that
not all projects surveyed will occur, and so expected administrative costs associated with some schemes
should be reduced.
To undertake these assessments Vivid Economics separated the surveyed projects in the survey into four
levels of complexity, and further separated them based on whether the project were ‘planned’ or ‘possible’.
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The basis of this categorisation and the number of projects in each category are summarised in Table 17.
Projects aimed at further improving water quality of discharges are assumed to be least complex. This is in
part because they tend to be smaller in terms of capacity, and also because their operating regimes are
simple, typically involving permanent closure of small sewage works. It is also because projects of this type
will generally be driven by requirements of, and assessments made under, the Water Quality Standards
Directive and/or Water Framework Directive. These assessments will have involved both hydrological
analysis and economic assessment of the relative costs of upgrading or consolidating sewage treatment
works. Accordingly the incremental level of effort associated with these projects is assumed to be low,
consistent with that of the least complex of the non-water quality projects.
Non-water quality projects are assumed to increase in complexity in line with size, reflecting that larger ones
are more likely to affect more abstractors. Those that discharge to surface waters are also assumed to be
more complex to assess than those that discharge to the tide or sea, as they are more likely to have effects on
abstractors.

Categorisation of schemes in to four levels of complexity of assessment

Table 17.

Category
1 (less
complex)

2

3

4 (most
complex)
Source:

6.1.2

Description of schemes included in category
All water quality schemes
All schemes of less than 2 Ml/d capacity
Schemes of 2 to 10 Ml/d capacity that discharge to
the tide or sea
Schemes of 2 to 10 Ml/d capacity that discharge to
surface waters
Schemes of 10 to 50 Ml/d capacity that discharge to
the tide or sea
Schemes of 10 to 50 Ml/d capacity that discharge to
surface waters
Schemes of more than 50 Ml/d capacity that
discharge to the tide or sea
Schemes of more than 50 Ml/d capacity that
discharge to surface waters

Planned

Possible

schemes

schemes

16

11

5

12

4

8

9

4

5

2

0

2

All schemes

Vivid Economics

Estimates of administrative inputs and costs of advice

This section considers the direct staff time associated with each option as well as in the case of abstractors,
the time of self-employed parties such as farmers and of industry associations. It also sets out assessments of
costs of specialist advice sought as part of the assessment process, including legal advice, hydrological
modelling and economic modelling.
The EA has estimated staffing cost at four levels of complexity across policy options 2, 3 and 4. These
resourcing estimates were based on internal consultation within the EA with staff involved in similar
administrative assessments. The costs are expressed as weeks of staff time per scheme or per appeal. The
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relative level of effort between the policy options reflects the analysis above of the relative complexity of the
steps involved in each. The EA’s estimates are set out in Table 18.

Table 18.

EA costs by policy option and scheme type (FTE weeks per scheme/appeal)

Policy option

Cost element

2: CBA

Assessing application and sign
off

3:
compensation

4: discharge
management
agreement

Note:

1 (least

4 (most

2

3

2

4

8

12

Appeals

1

8

16

24

Assessing application and sign
off

3

6

12

20

Appeals

2

12

24

40

Assessing application and sign
off

3

5

10

15

Appeals

2

12

24

36

complex)

complex)

The EA has advised that administrative costs associated with Option 1 (notification) can be absorbed within existing
resources.

Source:

EA

Vivid Economics has estimated internal costs (staff time, private time or industry association time) for water
companies and abstractors at initial assessment and appeals stages, across scheme types and policy options
(Table 19 and Table 20 respectively). These estimates were discussed with water company representatives to
sense check the order of magnitude and relative levels across policy options. Some water company cost has
been included for the notification policy options, Option 1. Again, water company and abstractor time
reflects the complexity of the stages across the different policy options discussed above.
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Table 19.

Water company costs by policy option and scheme type (FTE weeks per scheme/appeal)

Policy option

Cost element

1: notification

Initial internal assessment

2: CBA

3:
compensation

4: discharge
management
agreement

Note:

51

1 (least

4 (most

2

3

2

4

8

12

Appeals – internal
administration

0

0

0

0

Initial internal assessment

8

16

24

32

Appeals – internal
administration

8

10

12

14

Initial internal assessment

12

24

36

48

Appeals – internal
administration

8

10

12

14

Initial internal assessment

12

24

36

48

Appeals – internal
administration

2

4

6

8

complex)

complex)

It is unlikely that stakeholders will appeal on the grounds of non-notification, and so appeal costs are assumed to be
zero for Option 1

Source:

Vivid Economics

The final cost element is legal and/or hydrological and economic modelling costs associated with the initial
assessment and appeals stages for water companies and abstractors. These costs are not estimated as a
number of weeks, but as a direct service cost associated with purchased advice by the respective parties.
These are presented in Table 21 and Table 22 respectively.
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Abstractor costs by policy option and scheme type (FTE weeks per scheme/appeal)

Policy option
2: CBA

3:
compensation

4: discharge
management
agreement

Cost element

1 (least

4 (most

2

3

8

16

24

32

12

24

36

48

8

16

24

32

16

32

48

64

Initial internal assessment

2

4

8

12

Appeals – internal
administration

8

16

24

32

Consultation and initial internal
assessment
Appeals – internal
administration
Consultation and initial internal
assessment
Appeals – internal
administration

complex)

complex)

Note:

No costs are assumed to be incurred in relation to Option 1

Source:

Vivid Economics

Table 21.

Water company advice costs by policy option and scheme type (£000s per scheme/appeal)

Policy option

Cost element

2: CBA

Initial assessment – modelling

3:
compensation

4: discharge
management
agreement

1 (least

4 (most

2

3

£25

£50

£100

£200

Appeals – modelling and legal

£25

£50

£75

£100

Initial assessment – modelling

£25

£50

£100

£200

Appeals – modelling and legal

£25

£50

£75

£100

Initial assessment – modelling

£10

£20

£40

£80

Appeals – modelling and legal

£15

£30

£60

£90

complex)

Note:

No costs are assumed to be incurred in relation to Option 1

Source:

Vivid Economics

complex)
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Abstractor advice costs by policy option and scheme type (£000s per scheme/appeal)

1 (least

Policy option

Cost element

2: CBA

Initial assessment – modelling

3:
compensation

4: discharge
management
agreement

3

£20

£30

£40

£50

Appeals – modelling and legal

£25

£50

£75

£100

Initial assessment – modelling

£20

£30

£40

£50

Appeals – modelling and legal

£25

£50

£75

£100

Initial assessment – modelling

£10

£15

£20

£30

Appeals – modelling and legal

£15

£30

£60

£90

complex)

Note:

No costs are assumed to be incurred in relation to Option 1

Source:

Vivid Economics

6.1.3

4 (most

2

complex)

Aggregate cost estimates

Two further sets of assumptions are required to calculate the aggregate administrative cost across the 39
schemes surveyed using the assumptions above. The first is the probability of an appeal being launched.
Vivid Economics expects that the probability of an appeal under Option 3 will be higher than under Option 2
and Option 4 because of the direct opportunity for monetary gain through compensation. As the costs of an
appeal are somewhat fixed while the potential benefits of an appeal will increase dramatically for larger
schemes with greater impacts on water flows, Vivid Economics also expects that appeals will occur more
frequently for larger and more complex schemes than for smaller or less complex schemes. Reflecting this,
the assumed probabilities of appeal are set out in Table 23.

Table 23.

Probability of appeal by policy option and scheme complexity

Policy option

1 (least
complex)

2

3

4 (most
complex)

2: CBA

20%

30%

40%

50%

3: compensation

40%

50%

60%

70%

4: discharge management agreement

20%

30%

40%

50%

Note:

Appeals are assumed not to occur under Option 1

Source:

Vivid Economics
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The other relevant assumptions are salary rates to convert weeks to costs. A full-time equivalent (FTE) cost
was assumed to be £66,000 per annum for water companies and the regulator. One FTE workload was
assumed to represent 45 weeks.
An average wage rate of £23,058 was assumed for abstractors. The size and type of abstractors benefitting
from the discharges may be varied, therefore Vivid Economics has worked with Defra to take gross annual
pay data for each abstractor sector that is represented at the national level (excluding abstractions relating to
public water supply) and formed an average by weighting these figures by the size of each sector in terms of
the proportion of abstraction licences held nationally by the sectors.
The total administrative cost for all parties and all schemes are shown in Table 24, based on the assumption
that all analysed water company projects would go ahead. This assumption was adopted because the timing
and probability of them occurring, and therefore of incurring administrative costs, are incorporated within
our national impact assessment as discussed in section 7. The administrative costs are also presented
separately for planned and possible schemes.

Table 24.

Total average administrative costs by policy option (£000s)

Policy option

All schemes

Planned schemes

Possible schemes

0: do nothing

£0

£0

£0

1: notification

£273

£133

£155

2: CBA

£7,488

£3,648

£3,840

3: compensation

£9,672

£4,712

£4,960

4: discharge management
agreement

£4,953

£2,413

£2,540

Note:

Administrative costs are not adjusted for the probability of a scheme occurring, or for the timing of their occurrence.
These adjustments occur within the impact assessment.

Source:

Vivid Economics
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7 National impact assessment
Case study and survey results are combined to give an indicative
estimate of national impacts

7.1 Impacts of policy options
The impact assessment is structured around four potential responses that a water company may make given
the economic characteristics of its proposed scheme and the chosen policy option. These four responses have
distinct cost outcomes and/or distributional consequences, particularly between water companies and
abstractors.
The four water company responses are:
–
–

–

–

The scheme is unchanged and no compensation is paid: this option has no change in economic
outcomes relative to Option 0, and has no distributional consequences;
The scheme is unchanged but compensation is paid in relation to external effects: this option does
not change the overall economic outcome but has distributional consequences, with water companies
being worse off and abstractors better off;
The scheme goes ahead but with a changed operating regime: this option will reduce the economic
costs to abstractors and increase economic costs of water supply to water companies, and therefore
has both aggregate economic effects and distributional effects; and
The scheme is abandoned and the next best supply option is implemented: this will increase the cost
of water supply for water companies, while removing the cost of lost abstraction faced by
abstractors, and therefore has both aggregate economic effects and distributional effects.

The circumstances under which each of these responses would be adopted, and their relationships to each of
the policy options, are set out in Table 25Error! Reference source not found.. In essence, the water
ompany will chose the lowest cost option available to it based on its private costs in Options 0, 1, 3 and 4, or
based on the total social costs of the scheme in Option 2.
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Potential water company response to different policy options

Water company
response

Availability under each option

Option

Option

Option

Option

Option

0

1

2

3

4

Scheme goes
ahead unchanged
(no compensation)

Always under Options 0 and 1. Under
Option 2 if depending on the outcomes of a
CBA











Scheme goes
ahead unchanged
with compensation

Under Option 3 only.































Scheme goes
ahead with altered
operating regime

Scheme
abandoned

Source:

Under Options 3 and 4. Under Option 4 it is
required. Under Option 3, if altering the
operating regime is lower cost than paying
compensation, operational changes would
occur
Under Option 2 depending on the outcome
of the CBA. Under Option 3 if
compensation costs are higher than the
additional cost of alternative supply. Under
Option 4 if the cost of adjusting the
operating regime is higher than the cost of
adopting an entirely separate alternative
scheme

Vivid Economics

Different costs and benefits will be realised under each of the water company responses. There are six
discrete sources of cost and benefit, which are mapped against the four policy responses in Table 26.
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The pattern of costs and benefits depend on the water company response to the policy regime and
the economic characteristics of the transfer

Cost/

Effect

benefit

Scheme goes

Scheme goes

Altered

ahead (no

ahead

operating

compensation)

(compensation)

regime

Party

Scheme
abandoned

Avoided external
costs

Benefit

Abstractor









Compensation
payments

Benefit

Abstractor









Avoided operating
costs in existing
scheme under
altered operating
regime

Benefit

Water
company









Implement alternative
scheme

Cost

Water
company









Sourcing water to
replace water lost
under altered
operating regime

Cost

Water
company









Compensation
payments

Cost

Water
company









Source:

Vivid Economics

The cost calculations are set out in Table 27. These calculations are fairly straightforward, other than for the
private cost of the scheme with altered operating regime. The calculations are best understood by stepping
through the logic algebraically, as set out below, using the shorthand notation from the table above. Firstly,
rearranging the definition of the per unit capital cost of the scheme we have:
TOT = CAP + VAR
For these purposes we assume that the volume of deployable output is fixed. We denote the proportion of the
deployable output that is gained from a supplementary scheme as X, and therefore the proportion that is
obtained from the original scheme is (1-X). This will be equivalent to the proportion of water volume that
would have resulted in reduced abstraction had the operating regime not been changed. The capital cost does
not change if the scheme is implemented but is then operated less intensively and therefore:
OP_REG

= CAP + VAR*(1-X) + ALT*X

By definition, the total cost of the new scheme is equal to the capital cost of the initial scheme plus the
variable cost of the initial scheme, plus the incremental cost of the new scheme. Therefore:
OP_REG

= CAP + VAR*(1-X) + [TOT + INCR]*X
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= CAP + VAR*(1-X) + [CAP + VAR + INCR]*X
= CAP + VAR – VAR*X + [CAP + INCR]*X +VAR*X
= CAP + VAR + [CAP + INCR]*X (collecting terms)
= TOT + [CAP + INCR]*X

Table 27.

Per unit cost calculations for the two case studies

Variable

Unit

Shorthand and calculation

Anglian

STT

Total cost of scheme

£/m3

TOT

£1.42

£0.98

Incremental cost of next supply
scheme

£/m3

INCR

£0.23

£0.09

Variable cost of scheme

£/m3

VAR

£0.65

£0.16

Capital cost of scheme

£/m3

CAP = TOT - VAR

£0.77

£0.81

%

X

1.8%

0.01%

£/m3

EXT

£0.06

£0.001

Private cost of scheme with no
compensation

£/m3

NO_COMP = TOT

£1.42

£0.98

Social cost of scheme

£/m3

SOCIAL = TOT + EXT

£1.49

£0.98

Private cost of scheme with
compensation

£/m3

W_COMP = TOT + EXT

£1.49

£0.98

Private cost of scheme with
altered operating regime

£/m3

OP_REG = TOT + [CAP + INCR]*X

£1.44

£0.98

Private cost of next best
alternative scheme

£/m3

ALT = TOT + INCR

£1.65

£1.07

£/m3

= EXT

£0.06

£0.001

£/m3

= VAR*X

£0.01

<£0.001

Cost of implementing alternative
scheme (water company)

£/m3

= INCR

£0.23

£0.09

Cost of sourcing water to replace
water lost under altered
operating regime

£/m3

= [CAP + INCR]*X

£0.03

<£0.001

Proportion of water gained by
water company that causes lost
abstraction
Value of lost abstraction
externality per unit water gained
by water company

Cost of compensation (water
companies)/ value of
compensation (abstractors)
Avoided operating costs in
existing scheme under altered
operating regime (water
company)

Note:

Calculation for OP_REG is explained below.

Source:

Vivid Economics
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These calculations indicate that for the Anglian Water case study, operating the scheme with an altered
regime is lower cost than the entire alternative scheme and also cheaper than paying compensation.
Accordingly, the altered operating regime would be the water company’s preferred approach under Options 3
and 4. The cost to abstractors is lower than the incremental cost of the new scheme, and so under policy
Option 2 the scheme will proceed unchanged.
For the STT, there are very small changes in abstraction resulting from the reduction in discharge: the
scheme proceeds under all policy options. Under Options 3 and 4 the operating regime is assumed to change
slightly to mitigate effects on abstractors and a small additional volume of water is captured from alternative
sources; this approach is lower cost than paying compensation or abandoning the scheme in its entirety.
We take the simple average of the estimates for each case study to obtain a per unit average estimate for each
type of cost and benefit for the best estimate scenario. Given the uncertainty around the values assessed from
the case studies, we supplement the average figures with low and high estimates; for the low estimates we
use the STT values, and for the high estimates we use the Anglian case study values. The relevant costs and
benefits per unit are multiplied by the effective capacity of schemes in operation to estimate the relevant
costs and benefits in that year. The effective capacity of these schemes is discussed in section 7.2.

7.2 Time profile of scheme implementation and administrative costs
Once the per unit economic costs and benefits for the two case studies have been calculated, the effective
volume of schemes over which they are applied is calculated and apportioned over time. As discussed in
section 5.2 not all schemes that change discharges will be implemented. A further complication is that not all
schemes that are implemented will be commissioned at the same time.
To allow for this, we assume that all ‘planned’ schemes would be evenly spaced in their implementation
across years 1 to 5, while the proportion of ‘possible’ schemes which occur are evenly spaced across years 6
to 15. Taking this ‘ramp up’ process into account alongside the variation in the total effective capacity of
schemes that change discharges between the best estimate, high and low scenarios, the profile of effective
capacity is shown in Figure 11.
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The profile of effective capacity (Ml/d) of schemes over time

Effective capacity of relevatne
schemes (Ml/d)

Figure 11.
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The majority of administrative costs occur in the process of developing and implementing a relevant water
scheme. Accordingly, the administrative costs are profiled in a similar manner to the effective capacity of the
schemes. The administrative costs from Table 24 for planned schemes are spread evenly over the first five
years of analysis, while the administrative costs of possible schemes’ are spread evenly over the subsequent
ten years.

7.3 Results
The calculations indicate that the only policy option with net economic benefits under the best estimate is
Option 4, the discharge management agreement. Options 1 and 2 impose net economic costs under all
scenarios, while Option 3 only achieves a net economic benefit under the high estimate. The total effects
discounted over the policy horizon at a 3.5 per cent real discount rate are presented in Error! Reference
ource not found..
Even the most economically attractive option, Option 4, only offers small net economic benefits, at around
£2.7 million present value over the life of the policy. Net benefits accrue to abstractors, whilst both water
companies and the regulator (through administrative costs) face net costs from the policy. Net benefits are
negative under the low case, with results indicating that this scenario would imply a net economic cost of
Option 4 of around £1 million. The high estimate assumptions drive a net economic benefit of around £18.7
million over the life of the policy.
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Discounted net benefits under Option 4 are around £2.7 million in the best estimate case and £
18.7million in the high case, but negative under the low estimate, £m

Variable

Scenario

Option 1

Option 2

Option 3

Option 4

Total costs

Best estimate

£0.1

£3.0

£5.7

£4.0

Total costs

Low

£0.1

£1.5

£1.9

£1.1

Total costs

High

£0.2

£4.1

£13.9

£11.5

Total benefits

Best estimate

£0.0

£0.0

£6.7

£6.7

Total benefits

Low

£0.0

£0.0

£0.1

£0.1

Total benefits

High

£0.0

£0.0

£30.2

£30.2

Net benefits

Best estimate

-£0.1

-£3.0

£0.9

£2.7

Net benefits

Low

-£0.1

-£4.1

-£1.8

-£1.0

Net benefits

High

-£0.2

-£1.5

£16.3

£18.7

Net benefits – water
companies

Best estimate

-£0.1

-£3.0

-£4.1

-£3.1

Net benefits – water
companies

Low

-£0.1

-£4.1

-£1.1

-£0.6

Net benefits – water
companies

High

-£0.2

-£1.5

-£11.7

-£10.4

Net benefits –
Regulator

Best estimate

£0.0

£0.0

-£0.4

-£0.3

Net benefits –
Regulator

Low

£0.0

£0.0

-£0.2

-£0.1

Net benefits –
Regulator

High

£0.0

£0.0

-£0.5

-£0.4

Net benefits –
abstractors

Best estimate

£0.0

£0.0

£6.7

£6.7

Net benefits –
abstractors

Low

£0.0

£0.0

-£0.1

£0.1

Net benefits –
abstractors

High

£0.0

£0.0

£30.2

£30.2

Note:

Costs and benefits are discounted at 3.5% real.

Source:

Vivid Economics
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These results indicate that administrative, transaction costs are an important aspect of the policy impact. As
the per unit impacts in the case studies are relatively small, the potential economic benefit of adjusting water
schemes to avoid external costs on abstractors only just exceeds the administrative costs associated with
assessing and agreeing the schemes.
The implication for the chosen policy regime is clear; the preferred policy option is to guide parties towards
economically efficient outcomes with minimum transaction costs. The formal processes associated with
compensation under Option 3 and the associated effort required to fully assess abstractor impacts in advance
of implementing a scheme make this approach less attractive than Option 4. Option 2 also requires a level of
precision in assessing abstractor impacts to underpin a cost-benefit assessment, which consumes the
economic benefits of the option.
Option 4 is the most attractive option as it guides stakeholders towards an approach which flexibly mitigates
the impacts on abstractors, without the formality and transaction costs associated with assessing these
impacts formally using detailed modelling.
Given the uncertainty associated with the modelling of economic effects noted in section 4, these absolute
impact estimates should be handled with caution. However, more confidence can be placed in the finding
that there are potential economic gains from managing the impact on abstractors of changing discharges, and
it seems clear that the gains are best obtained through a flexible regulatory arrangement. The preferred option
requires water companies to consider the impacts of changes to discharges and, if appropriate, to enter into a
discharge management agreement which mitigates them.
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